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SUMMARY

Chromosomal inversions can provide windows onto the cytogenetic, molecular, evolutionary and demo-

graphic histories of a species. Here we investigate a paracentric 1.17-Mb inversion on chromosome 4 of Ara-

bidopsis thaliana with nucleotide precision of its borders. The inversion is created by Vandal transposon

activity, splitting an F-box and relocating a pericentric heterochromatin segment in juxtaposition with

euchromatin without affecting the epigenetic landscape. Examination of the RegMap panel and the 1001

Arabidopsis genomes revealed more than 170 inversion accessions in Europe and North America. The SNP

patterns revealed historical recombinations from which we infer diverse haplotype patterns, ancient intro-

gression events and phylogenetic relationships. We find a robust association between the inversion and

fecundity under drought. We also find linkage disequilibrium between the inverted region and the early

flowering Col-FRIGIDA allele. Finally, SNP analysis elucidates the origin of the inversion to South-Eastern

Europe approximately 5000 years ago and the FRI-Col allele to North-West Europe, and reveals the spread-

ing of a single haplotype to North America during the 17th to 19th century. The ‘American haplotype’ was

identified from several European localities, potentially due to return migration.

Keywords: chromosome rearrangement, Arabidopsis thaliana, transposon, phylogenetic relationship,

introgression, haplotype pattern.
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INTRODUCTION

Eukaryotic chromosomes evolve through a combination of

processes, associated with changes in number, morphol-

ogy and organization. Most dramatic events follow nuclear

restitution or unequal chromosome segregation leading to

loss or gain of complete genomes or chromosomes. Like-

wise, breakage and ligation of chromosomal segments can

lead to rearrangements of the chromosome structure, such

as inversions, translocations, centric split and fusion, dupli-

cations and deletions. Comparative cytogenetic studies

have revealed chromosomal rearrangements in several

species, in particular fruit flies and mosquitos (Coluzzi

et al., 2002; Hoffmann et al., 2004; Bhutkar et al., 2008;

Kirkpatrick, 2010), but also in mammals including humans

(Stefansson et al., 2005; Bhatt et al., 2009; Knebel et al.,

2011) and plants (Laufs et al., 1999; Linc et al., 1999; Jiang

et al., 2007; Lowry and Willis, 2010; Lukaszewski et al.,

2011; Szinay et al., 2012). Recent developments in high-

throughput genome technologies have provided us with a

wealth of information about SNP and structural diversity

both between and within species (Feuk et al., 2006; Faraut,

2008; Rowan et al., 2015). Chromosome painting studies

have allowed for the detection and visualization of many

translocations and inversions, for example, in the Brassi-

caceae family (Lysak et al., 2003, 2006, 2010), the Solana-

ceae family (Iovene et al., 2008; Tang et al., 2008;

Anderson et al., 2010; Lou et al., 2010; Wu and Tanksley,

2010; Szinay et al., 2012) and the grass family (Hasterok,

2006; Febrer et al., 2010; Betekhtin et al., 2014). Further-

more, de novo genome assemblies of related species

enabled multiple genome alignment studies giving rise to

unprecedented comparative genomics with detailed infor-

mation of inversions, translocations and other structural

variants (Kurtz et al., 2004; Pop et al., 2004; Ohtsubo et al.,

2008; Cheung et al., 2009; Darling et al., 2010; Zapata et al.,

2016).

In natural populations inversions seem to be the most

prevalent large-scale structural chromosome variants, and

are found in subspecies, accessions and related wild geno-

types (Madan, 1995). However, when a chromosomal inver-

sion arises as a low-frequency novel mutation, it mostly

exists in the heterozygous state where single crossover

events inside the inversion loop create unviable gametes or

progenies with aberrant chromosomes. Given that an inver-

sion may be deleterious when rare, several hypotheses

explain its high frequency in populations despite the initial

detrimental effect. It may increase by genetic drift, espe-

cially in a self-fertilizing species where heterozygotes are

rare. It may increase by the hitchhiking with a linked adap-

tive allele. The inversion event may also create advanta-

geous effects by creating a new open reading frame,

disrupting an existing gene, or changing the expression

profile or epigenetic marks of genes near the breakpoints

(for example, position-effect variegation; Muller, 1930).

Finally, the inversion could capture adaptive alleles of mul-

tiple genes and prevent maladaptive recombination, creat-

ing a ‘super-gene’ affecting multiple adaptive traits

(Dobzhansky, 1970; Kirkpatrick and Barton, 2006). These fac-

tors are not mutually exclusive, and an inversion may be

driven to high frequency by the combination of several fac-

tors. Indeed, the advantageous effects of chromosomal

inversions have been reported. For example, the contribu-

tion of an inversion to local adaptation followed by ecologi-

cal reproductive isolation between perennial and annual

ecotypes of Mimulus guttatus has been demonstrated for

the yellow monkey-flower (Lowry and Willis, 2010). Further-

more, a �50-Mb-sized inversion has been described in wild

subspecies of Zea mays (parviglumis and mexicana), but

not in domesticated maize. This inversion polymorphism

shows evidence of adaptive evolution, as it demonstrates a

strong altitudinal cline with multiple environmental and

phenotypic traits (Fang et al., 2012).

Previous work identified a heterochromatic knob and

associated centromere rearrangements on the short-arm of

chromosome 4 of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana

(Fransz et al., 2000; The Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory,

2000). Specifically, the knob was identified in the Columbia

accession that was used for reference genome sequencing

(The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000). It was specu-

lated that the knob resulted from a paracentric inversion

event; however, this has not yet been definitively demon-

strated. Also, it is unknown how many accessions of Ara-

bidopsis carry the putative inversion polymorphism. The

widespread distribution of the inversion would have

important implications for genetic mapping and/or gen-

ome-wide association studies (GWAS) of Arabidopsis, as a

large, essentially non-recombining, part of the genome

could bear extensive long-range linkage disequilibrium

(LD), reducing the resolution of genetic mapping. Early

studies using Arabidopsis did in fact identify extensive LD

on the top of the short-arm of chromosome 4 associated

with loss of function mutations to the flowering time gene

FRIGIDA (Nordborg et al., 2002). There are multiple inde-

pendent knockout mutations of FRI, including a partial

gene deletion in the Columbia allele (FRI-Col) that is known

to exist in multiple accessions (Shindo et al., 2005). GWAS

using diverse sets of Arabidopsis accessions have found

associations between early-flowering and FRI-mutations,

but also associations with genetic markers several Mb

away near the centromere and the putative inversion (Li

et al., 2010). With recent developments in cytogenetics and

the (near-) completion of the Arabidopsis 1001 genomes

project, it is now possible to examine the mechanistic, evo-

lutionary and demographic implications of an inversion in

Arabidopsis.

© 2016 The Authors.
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Here we present the molecular mechanism of how the

inversion on chromosome 4 of A. thaliana has arisen

through activity of a Vandal transposable element. We

describe genetic and epigenetic effects of this inversion on

flanking chromosomal regions, and show ancient recombi-

nation events that define accession-specific haplotypes

pointing at historical introgressions between ancestors of

the current accessions. We report the worldwide distribu-

tion of the inversion haplotype to more than 170 European

and North American accessions. Using genome-wide asso-

ciation mapping we propose that the presence of the

inverted regions may have provided increased fitness

under certain drought stress conditions. In addition, selec-

tion for early-flowering, via linked mutations to the flower-

ing time gene FRIGIDA, may have contributed to the

maintenance and/or spread of the inversion. The inversion

most likely originated in South-East Europe and spread to

other populations through repeated introgression events.

The unique recombination sites enabled us to track migra-

tion both to and returning from North America.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An inversion event spanning 1.17 Mb leads to the

formation of the heterochromatic knob hk4S

The heterochromatic knob (hk4S) had earlier been mapped

to the short-arm of chromosome 4 in the accessions Col-0

and Ws-2, but absent from Ler and C24 (Fransz et al.,

1998). The knob was supposed to be the result of a chro-

mosomal rearrangement (Fransz et al., 2000; The Cold

Spring Harbor Laboratory, Washington University Genome

Sequencing Center, and PE Biosystems Arabidopsis

Sequencing Consortium*, 2000), possibly an inversion; if

so, it would explain the lack of recombination in the

genetic maps of Col 9 Ler (Schmidt et al., 1995; Drouaud

et al., 2006; Giraut et al., 2011). We confirmed the lower

recombination frequency in crosses between Col and Ws-2

versus the knobless accession Ler. We observed consider-

ably lower recombination frequencies between the classi-

cal markers ga1, close to hk4S, and bp in the crosses

Ler 9 Col and Ler 9 Ws-2 compared with the Ler

(wt) 9 Ler triple mutant (ga1, bp and tt11) cross (Table S1).

Meiosis in the latter segregating population is likely not

affected by any structural rearrangements (Koornneef

et al., 1983). A more detailed amplified fragment length

polymorphism (AFLP) analysis using crosses between Col

and Ler revealed a 1.13 Mb region at 340 kb from ga1 in

which no recombination was found (Figure S1).

To assess the nature and the exact position of the rear-

rangement in chromosome 4, we applied BAC-fluorescent

in situ hybridization (FISH) painting on pachytene chromo-

somes (Figure 1a and b) of knob accession Ws-2 and kno-

bless accessions (C24, Ler, Zh, No-0), and compared the

results with the reference sequence map of the knob

accession Col-0. BAC contig F9H3-T5L23, which maps to

the distal border of the knob hk4S in Col, gave a bright sig-

nal near the knob in Ws-2, whereas in C24 the T5L23 signal

is located in pericentromere heterochromatin, indicating

that T5L23 is involved in the rearrangement. Similar results

were obtained with the BAC contig T27D20-T19B17 proxi-

mal from the knob. Any combination of BACs from the

hk4S region or the proximal euchromatin showed an

inversed position comparing knob accessions with kno-

bless accessions (Figure S1). The data confirm with unrefu-

table evidence that a paracentric inversion event has

occurred that moved the distal part of the pericentromere

heterochromatin into interstitial euchromatin, thus gener-

ating the heterochromatic knob hk4S. Microscopic analysis

of microsporocytes at pachytene stage in the F1 from

Ler 9 Col revealed an opposite orientation of BAC pool

signals in the chromosome arm 4S, supporting a paracen-

tric inversion (Figure S1). We did not observe clear inver-

sion loops and only few anaphase I bridges. Similarly,

Lamb et al. (2007a) and Schneider et al. (2016), who

studied inversions in centromere regions of maize, found

no evidence for loop formation and did not find recombi-

nation events within the inversion breakpoints. The chro-

mosomal rearrangement event having one of the

breakpoints within a heterochromatic region is a good

explanation for the formation of interstitial heterochro-

matic knobs, instead of other arguments, such as: (i) spon-

taneous or transposon driven transfer of distal satellite

repeats (Zhong et al., 1998; Szinay, 2010); (ii) DNA methy-

lation and heterochromatinization (Soppe et al., 2002;

Golyshev et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008; Kejnovsky et al.,

2009); and (iii) (retro)transposon accumulation (Ananiev

et al., 1998; Lamb et al., 2007b).

Because hk4S forms the distal breakpoint of the inver-

sion, we applied fiber-FISH using F9H3 as the reference

BAC to fine map the boundary of the inversion. Knobless

accessions showed a discontinuity in the F9H3 signal of

approximately 32 kb, indicating a rearrangement in this

region between knob and knobless accessions (Figure 1c;

Table S2). Sub-fragments of F9H3 flanking the 32 kb

region, however, revealed no differences between knob

and knobless accession, indicating that the inversion

breakpoint is proximal of the F9H3 region. Further exami-

nation of the flanking T5L23 region by fiber-FISH was,

however, hampered by the presence of repetitive elements

in the knob (The Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Washing-

ton University Genome Sequencing Center, and PE Biosys-

tems Arabidopsis Sequencing Consortium*, 2000). Hence,
we hybridized small fragments of T5L23 (e1–e4; Table S3)

to interphase nuclei and quantified the frequency of their

juxtaposition to the reference BAC F9H3 (Figure 1d;

Table 1). The interphase-FISH data of the fragments e1, e2,

e3 and e4 showed almost 100% juxtaposition to F9H3 in

Col-0. In contrast, in the knobless accessions Ler and C24,

© 2016 The Authors.
The Plant Journal published by Society for Experimental Biology and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.,
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only fragments e1 and e2 are adjacent to F9H3 in more

than 90% of the cases. Signals of fragment e3 flank the

F9H3 signal in 44% frequency of the cases, while the most

proximal fragment e4 shows only few signals adjacent

to F9H3. These results indicate that the breakpoint of

the paracentric inversion maps to the e3 fragment. Hence,

the distal breakpoint of the inversion maps at position

1614 � 2 kb. Similarly, we estimate the proximal border

of the inversion at 2800 � 50 kb. These positions

match the AFLPs (Figure S1) that flank the cold spot of

recombination.

The inversion is generated by Vandal transposon activity

A BLAST search (www.arabidopsis.org/Blast/cereon.jsp)

revealed a match between fragment e3 and Ler fragment

ATL8C23344. Strikingly, this 2.8 kb Ler sequence corre-

sponds to both distal and proximal breakpoints of the

inversion. More precisely, two major fragments of

ATL8C23344 (857 bp and 1176 bp, respectively) show 98%

identity to the distal (At4 g03635, score = 1507 bits) and

proximal (At4 g05500, score = 2078 bits) breakpoint
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Figure 1. Cytogenetic characterization of the short-

arm of chromosome 4.

(a) DAPI-stained images of the short-arm of chro-

mosome 4 in C24 (top row) and Ws-2 (bottom row).

Note the presence of the knob hk4S in the acces-

sion Ws-2 (arrowheads). The fluorescent in situ

hybridization (FISH) signals show hybridization with

probes from BACs F9H3, T27D20, T19B17 and the

repeat-rich BAC T5L23 to C24 (top row) and Ws-2

(bottom row). The arrow points at the green repeat-

rich T5L23 signals in the pericentromere of C24.

(b) Relative map positions of the BAC DNA clones

that are used for the FISH. The right diagram shows

the map for Col-0 and the left diagram represents a

non-inversion accession. Gray rectangles are

euchromatin, white rectangles are heterochromatin.

(c) FISH to DNA fibers from Col-0 (1, 3, 4) and C24

(2, 5, 6) using BACs F9H3 (red), F4C21 (green in 1,2)

and 10 kb DNA fragments (green in 3–6). The a, b, c

and d signals in the DNA fibers 3–6 correspond to

the small DNA fragments (a–d) as shown in the top

drawing.

(d) Interphase FISH to Col-0 using F9H3 (red) as ref-

erence probe and fragment e3 (green) mapped

proximal from F9H3 (see schematic drawing in c).

The top image shows the whole nucleus with one

green signal adjacent to reference probe F9H3 (red)

shown in the yellow frame. The bottom image is a

magnification of the part in the yellow frame. All

pachytene and interphase nuclei preparations are

counterstained with DAPI (blue). cen4, centromere

of chromosome 4; nor4, nucleolar organizer of

chromosome 4. Scale bar: 3 lm.

Table 1 Percentage of FISH signals from e-fragments associated
with BAC F9H3

PCR fragment e1 e2 e3 e4

Col (n = 50) 97% 100% 100% 100%
C24 (n = 50) 94% 90% 48% 4%
Ler (n = 50) 94% 90% 44% 8%

© 2016 The Authors.
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regions of the inversion in Col-0 (Figure S2). The Ler frag-

ment thus provided us the precise map positions of the

distal and proximal breakpoints at 1 612 609 bp and

2 782 618 bp, respectively. The de novo assembly of the

Ler-0 sequence confirmed the two breakpoint positions

(Zapata et al., 2016). The entire inversion spans 1.17 Mb

and contains 145 protein-coding genes.

Strikingly, comparison of the Ler sequence and the

reconstructed Col-0 sequence showed no differences at the

proximal and distal breakpoints of the inversion, indicating

that the transposition generated a clean split in the F-box

gene (Figures S3 and S4). The high level identity between

the two accessions further suggests that the sequence

around the breakpoints has not changed since the inver-

sion event. Moreover, a 945 bp fragment of this region,

covering the distal breakpoint, is 95% identical with the

putative protein-coding gene [ARALYDRAFT_911822 a DNA

fragment (XM_002874807.1)] of the related species

A. lyrata (Figure S4), indicating that the sequence span-

ning the distal breakpoint has not significantly changed

since A. thaliana and A. lyrata diverged.

Interestingly, several sequences that flank the distal side

of the two breakpoints are annotated as F-box protein-

coding genes of the RNI-like superfamily (https://www.ara-

bidopsis.org), while the sequences at the proximal flank of

both breakpoints are all Vandal5 transposon elements.

Both the F-box protein-coding genes and the Vandal ele-

ments are present at the breakpoint positions in the Ler

genome (Zapata et al., 2016), from which we can deduce

that these elements are also in the knobless ancestor. The

presence of Vandal5, a Mutator-like (Mule) transposon, at

the two breakpoints suggests that the inversion was cre-

ated by the activity of the transposon. Based on position

and the opposite orientation of the F-box protein-coding

genes at the distal and proximal breakpoints, we infer that

the 50- end of the Vandal5 transposon inserted into the 3rd

exon of the original F-box protein-coding gene, while the

other side of the transposon remained attached to the orig-

inal donor site. Rejoining of the two free ends resulted in

an inversion (Figures 2 and S5). A similar transposition

event, in which donor and recipient sites remain associ-

ated, has been described for a Tam3 element in Antir-

rhinum majus (Robbins et al., 1989). The Vandal insertion

has generated a stop codon, giving rise to a gene that is

similar to the F-box coding gene annotated as At4 g05480.

Whether the inversion is caused by Vandal5 transposition

activity or whether it is due to a spontaneous double-

strand break at a repeat sequence is not clear. The latter

option seems to be rather infrequent as shown in a molec-

ular and computational study of 29 inversions in Droso-

phila, of which only two inversions were linked to repeat

sequences (Ranz et al., 2007). The absence of sequence

duplication at the transposon target insertion site is unu-

sual, but not unique (Fu et al., 2013).

Novel heterochromatin-euchromatin transitions are

formed at the borders of the inversion

The formation of the heterochromatic knob hk4S by the

paracentric inversion implies that two new euchromatin-

heterochromatin boundaries have been formed in Col-0

and Ws-2: the distal breakpoint at the distal side of the

knob and the proximal breakpoint, which is the new

boundary of the pericentric heterochromatin. The original

pericentric boundary before the inversion has become the

proximal side of the knob. To find out if the new

boundaries at the breakpoints have changed flanking

euchromatin characteristics, we examined the expression

and chromatin profiling data generated (http://

chromatin.cshl.edu/cgi-bin/gbrowse/epivariation; Lippman

et al., 2004; Vaughn et al., 2007; Tanurd�zi�c et al., 2008).

The heterochromatin markers 5-methylcytosine and

H3K9me2 revealed a sharp transition at the distal border of

the knob at 1612 kb (Figure S6), and coincide exactly with

the distal breakpoint of the inversion. At the sequence level

the border is marked by a sharp contrast in repeat

sequences. The same accounts for the proximal breakpoint

located at the border of pericentromere heterochromatin.

Hence, we conclude that the paracentric inversion break-

points coincide with new, distinct heterochromatin-euchro-

matin transitions. The concurrency of these transitions

with the inversion breakpoints indicates that the inversion

did not change epigenetic marks in the newly generated

euchromatin-heterochromatin borders. Moreover, no

major differences in the epigenetic profiles of methylated

DNA and methylated histone H3K9 around the inversion

breakpoints have been found between Col-0 and Ler, sug-

gesting that there has been no shift in heterochromatin-

euchromatin transition along the chromosome (Figure S6).

In addition, gene expression profiles revealed no major dif-

ferences in the expression patterns between Col-0 and Ler

(Figure 3), suggesting that the close proximity of hete-

rochromatin after the inversion did not affect the transcrip-

tional activity of genes in knob-flanking euchromatin of

Col-0 under the experimental conditions. Apparently,

silencing by heterochromatin spreading into flanking chro-

matin, for example, position effect variegation as found in

Drosophila (Elgin and Reuter, 2013) or Schizosaccha-

romyces pombe (Gottschling et al., 1990; Allshire et al.,

1994; Allshire and Ekwall, 2015), did not occur at the

boundary of this inversion. Neither has the presence of

nearby transposon elements (TEs) a silencing effect on the

genes nearby the inversion breakpoint. We also examined

whether the presence of knob heterochromatin has

resulted in changes in the compaction of flanking chro-

matin. A comparison between Col-0 and Ws-2 versus C24

and Ler using BAC-FISH showed no significant differences

in the condensation patterns of knob-flanking regions.

Hence, there seems to be no major differences between

© 2016 The Authors.
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knob-containing and knobless accessions with respect to

chromatin compaction of knob-flanking euchromatin in

leaf nuclei, further supporting the suggestion that the hete-

rochromatin boundary of the knob is stable and that epige-

netic marks in the knob do not affect the structure of

flanking euchromatin.

The inversion has spread into European and American

accessions

Because recombination in the inverted region in plants

heterozygous for the inversion is limited to gene

conversion (and single crossover events in this region are

not viable), we have an excellent opportunity to investigate

sequence divergence in a well-documented, genetically

fixed 1.17 Mb ‘allele’. We first examined the presence of

233 Col+/ Ler� AFLP markers in the Ws-2, C24 and Cvi-0

(Peters et al., 2001), and found that Col-0 and Ws-2 have

high sequence similarity in the inverted region compared

with the knobless accessions. We further investigated the

sequence divergence between knob and knobless acces-

sions using 2653 SNPs (~0.23% of the total inversion

sequence) that are a subset of the 250k SNPs included on

Nor
Peric

entr.

chr. 4Knobless ancestor

hk4
S

chr. 4

F-box gene 1

1.1 1.2 1.3 2.1 2.2

F-box gene 2 Vandal

1.1 1.2 1.3a 2.12.2

At4g03635 At4g05500

5’....GTTAAATATGATGATGAACCT...3’
....CAATTTATACTACTACTTGGA...

5’....GTTAAATATGATG
....CAATTTATACTAC

5’....GTTAAATATGATG
....CAATTTATACTAC

5’....GTTAAATATGATG
....CAATTTATACTAC

CATCGTATCTCC...3’
GTAGCATAGAGG...

5’....CCCTTATG
......GGGAATAC

ATGAACCT...3’
TACTTGGA...

CATCGTATCTCC...3’
GTAGCATAGAGG...

5’....CCCTTATG
......GGGAATAC

CATAAGGG......
GTATTCCC....5’

.....AGGTTCATCATCGTATCTCC...3’
3’...TCCAAGTAGTAGCATAGAGG...

.....AGGTTCATCATCGTATCTCC...3’
3’...TCCAAGTAGTAGCATAGAGG...

CATAAGGG...
GTATTCCC...5’

1.3b
inversion accession

Figure 2. Reconstruction of the inversion event.

The rearrangement event is supposed the action of

two Vandal5 transposon elements and one F-box

protein-coding gene. The 50-CATC end of one Van-

dal5 transposon element inserted into an F-box pro-

tein-coding gene next to a 50-CTAC fragment of

exon 3, and recombines with the 30-TACT end of

the F-box fragment. The other end of the Vandal5

transposon remains attached to its origin. Mean-

while, the free 30-GTA end of the flanking Vandal5

element recombines with the free 50-CATC end of

the remaining F-box fragment. The two resulting F-

box gene fragments, annotated as At4 g03635 and

At4 g05500, reside at the distal and proximal end of

the inversion, respectively.
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Heterochroma�c knob

Pericentromere heterochromatin

mRNA (ddm1-wt Ler)

mRNA (ddm1-wt Col-0)

mRNA (ddm1-wt Ler)

mRNA (ddm1-wt Col-0)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Gene expression profiles (Log Ration ddm1/wt) at the boundaries of the inversion.

Transcription profiles (light blue) at the distal (a) and proximal (b) breakpoints of the inversion in Col-0 and Ler are similar. The transcription profile of the DNA

methylation mutant (dark blue), ddm1, is also similar in the Col-0 and the Ler background. Significance was assessed using both a family wise error rate (FWER)

and a false discovery rate (FDR). A step-down multiple comparisons procedure was used to control the FWER below a = 0.01, while a step-up procedure was

used to control the FDR below a = 0.01.
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the Arabidopsis SNPChip. The RegMap project used the

SNPChip on a worldwide collection of 1307 accessions that

included Col-0 and Ws-2 (Horton et al., 2012). We found

that these two inversion accessions differed at only 55

(2%) of the subset of Chip SNPs in the inverted region.

This high similarity is not the result of high sequence iden-

tity genome-wide, however. For example, by examining

similarity in an arbitrarily chosen 1.883 Mb region between

positions 13.214 Mb and 15.097 Mb on chromosome 4, we

found that this pair differed at 392 of 2954 (13%) Chip

SNPs. Furthermore, we identified an additional 172 acces-

sions (from 67 distinct locations) that putatively contain

the inversion due to their high sequence similarity to Col-0

and Ws-2 at the 250k SNPs in the inverted region (Fig-

ure S7; Tables S4 and S5).

Using the extensive sequence data in the 1001 Genomes

Project (http://1001genomes.org/) (1001 Genome Consor-

tium, 2016), we accessed the genomic inversion sequence

across all accessions. Clustering distance based on

sequences across the 1.2 Mb inverted region was used to

construct maximum likelihood (ML) trees by a modified

approach with introgression browser (iBrowser; Aflitos

et al., 2015), where a total of 72 906 polymorphic positions

was identified (from a total of 12 898 225). The ML tree

clearly shows a monophyletic clade of 132 inversion acces-

sions (marked in red) from 41 individual locations and low

levels of polymorphism between inversion accessions,

strongly supporting a single origin of the inversion (Fig-

ure 4a). Similar results were obtained in an analysis of the

2653 SNPs from the 1307 accession panel (Figure S7). The

inversion accessions identified overlap with most of the

worldwide distribution of Arabidopsis (Figure 4d), but are

particularly concentrated in Central and North-West Europe

and in North America. Furthermore, the North American

inversion accessions form a monophyletic sub-clade with

very few polymorphic sites. This strongly suggests a single

recent migration of the inversion haplotype from Europe to

North America. The majority of American accessions ana-

lyzed carry the inversion. The origin of the inversion and

spread are discussed in greater detail below.

To confirm that candidate inversion accessions indeed

have the same paracentric inversion found in Col-0 and

Ws-2, we tested the presence of the breakpoints in a

subset of 30 European and North American accessions

using PCR analysis with primers that flank the proximal

and distal breakpoints. All tested ‘putative inversion’ acces-

sions showed PCR fragments similar to Col-0/Ws-2, indicat-

ing the presence of breakpoint sequences (Figures 4b and

S8). We further tested 20 Arabidopsis accessions, nine of

which with putative inversion, for the presence of the

inverted region by microscopic analysis of pachytene chro-

mosomes. All nine ‘putative inversion’ accessions indeed

contained the heterochromatic knob hk4S of chromosome

4 (Figures 4c and S9).

Historical meiotic recombination sites reveal inversion

introgression events

Although we cannot exclude the rare occurrence of double

crossovers in plants heterozygous for the inversion, we

expect that the sequence polymorphism within the

inverted region among the inversion accessions would be

limited to new mutations that have accumulated subse-

quent to the inversion event or derived from gene conver-

sion events with non-inversion haplotypes. In contrast,

outside the inversion, clear transitions from nearly non-

polymorphic regions to highly polymorphic regions can

be identified (Figure 5a). These transitions represent his-

torical recombination events, and thus mark the introgres-

sion boundaries and transfers into new genomic

backgrounds.

Most left and right introgression borders are positioned

at approximately 1350 kb and 5000 kb, respectively, of the

reference sequence. The latter corresponds to the bound-

ary of the pericentromere in the long arm (Figure S10).

This is not surprising, as the proximal breakpoint of the

inversion is directly flanked by the pericentric heterochro-

matin that represses meiotic recombination. Some inver-

sion haplotypes share the exact same recombination

positions, suggesting that they are derived from the same

historical recombination event and thus share the same

ancestral donor accession for this region (Figure 5a;

Table S6).

Based on the genomic positions of the left introgression

sites, we can group several accessions (Table S6). The Col

group (n = 8) has the Col-0 haplotype for the entire short-

arm 4S. Four accessions in this group show high similarity

Figure 4. Identification of inversion accessions.

(a) Phylogenetic tree of all accessions from the 1001 genome database based on the 1.17 Mb inversion sequence. The inversion accessions (red names) form a

monophyletic clade separated from all others. (a1) shows 1130 accessions, (a2) is a magnification of the clade with 132 inversion accessions.

(b) Identification of inversion accessions by PCR analysis of the inversion breakpoints using primers that flank the distal (pc1+7) and proximal (pc4+8) side of the

inversion. The absence of the inversion breakpoints (accession name in red) gives rise to PCR fragments in case the primers pc1+4 or pc7+8 are used. The

absence of a pc7+8 band in Knox-18 is probably due to an aberrant nucleotide in this non-inversion accession.

(c) DAPI staining of pachytene bivalent of accession Gu-0 showing the heterochromatin knob hk4S (arrow) on chromosome 4 indicating the presence of the

inversion.

(d) Global distribution of inversion (red) and non-inversion accessions (black) from the 1001 Genomes Project. The inversion haplotype of 110 American inver-

sion accessions is similar to UKSWO6-333 (1), DIR-9 (2) and NOZ-6 (3) located in the UK and France.
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to Col-0 for all chromosomes and thus represent potential

contaminants of the reference accession from various col-

lections (such as described by Anastasio et al., 2011). The

1344 group (n = 10) contains accessions of which the left

recombination site is at position 1344 kb, whereas the right

introgression border shows more site variation (potentially

signaling that the 1344 kb recombination site is an older

shared event). The 1344 group consists predominantly of

mid-European accessions, in particular those that were

found near Frankfurt. The members of the Northern Ameri-

can group (n = 110) have the same left and right recombi-

nation sites at 1354 kb and 5166 kb, respectively, and

show little haplotype variation along the short-arm. It is

most likely that this introgression haplotype is derived

from a single knob accession that was introduced into

America. Indeed, it was previously reported that a large

fraction of North American populations comprise a set of

near-isogenic lines that would have evolved in isolation

and near-clonally after colonization (Hagmann et al., 2015;

Exposito-Alonso et al., 2016). The Swedish-German group

(n = 4) has their left introgression site at 1588 kb, which is

close to the inversion. These accessions show more SNPs

in the inverted region, compared with the reference gen-

ome, than other inversion accessions. This suggests that

the inversion haplotype of this group may have split off

from the major haplotype at an early phase after the inver-

sion event.

The Swedish accession Taal-07 shows a remarkable dis-

tribution of SNPs, with regions highly similar to Col-0 then

alternating with regions highly similar to Ler -0. The right

border of the introgression maps in the long arm at posi-

tion 14 821 kb (Figure 5b; Table S6). From there up to the

left introgression site at 1391 kb Taal-07 has a ‘Col’-like

haplotype. From 1391 to 738 kb it has a ‘Ler’-like haplo-

type, and from 738 kb towards the telomere it is like ‘Col’

again. Apparently, Taal-07 has introgressed ‘Col’-like and

‘Ler’-like haplotypes. The ‘Ler’-like haplotype shows less

similarity with Ler-0 than the ‘Col’ haplotype does with

Col-0, which suggests that the introgression of the ‘Ler’-

like haplotype is an older event or that Taal-07 has intro-

gressed a more ancient ‘Ler’-like haplotype. The double

‘Col’ haplotype (one around the inversion and a distal one

towards the telomere) is also shown in other inversion

accessions, although less pronounced. Interestingly, the

distal region with ‘Col’ similarity, which seems to be more

common in inversion accessions (Figure 5a: white strip in,

for example, US accessions), encompasses the area flank-

ing the well-studied FRIGIDA gene.

LD between Col-FRIGIDA allele and inversion, and

associations with fecundity

To examine the allelic status of the FRIGIDA locus relative

to the allelic status of the inversion, we constructed three

ML trees using iBrowser (Aflitos et al., 2015) in subsets of

SNPs along the upper arm of chromosome 4 (Figure 6a).

Accessions that carry the inversion are marked in red, as

also shown in Figure 4a, and form a monophyletic clade

for the analysis based on SNPs within the inversion (Fig-

ure 6a). The ML tree constructed from the 2615 SNPs

derived in the 50 kb window around the FRIGIDA locus

extracted using iBrowser showed that most inversion

accessions have a FRI-Col early flowering allele and thus

form a monophyletic clade. All genotypes carrying the FRI-

Col allele (but not the inversion) are marked in blue. When

we analyze the ML trees that are in the in-between recom-

binant zone, the association between FRI-Col and the inver-

sion is clearly less pronounced.

The above results show LD between the inverted region

and FRI. However, there apparently is more recombination,

and thus a lack of LD, between the two regions. Given that

many inversion accessions are from North America, this

pattern could simply be caused by the founder events of

early Arabidopsis immigrants to North America. To test

this, we estimated the magnitude of LD (r2) for all SNPs up

to 3 Mb position on chromosome 4 with the binary inver-

sion status (with inversion or not) in all Eurasian acces-

sions. The LD decreases sharply outside of the inversion,

consistent with the clear breakpoints defining the left

recombination border discussed above (Table S6) and sug-

gesting ample historical recombination since the origin of

this inversion. If selection were acting only on the inver-

sion (or only around FRI-Col), one would expect LD to

decrease further away from the inversion (or FRI-Col

region). However, we find that the region around FRI is in

moderate LD with the inversion (Figure 6b). This suggests

joint selection for the two genomic regions with a region

of relaxed (or neutral) selection in between. However, it is

unknown what phenotypic effects the inversion might

have.

We identified the inversion locus in a new, separate

study of genome-wide associations with phenotypes under

experimental terminal drought (phenotypes published in

Figure 5. Haplotype analysis based on all SNPs in chromosome 4.

(a) Heatmap of Arabidopsis chromosome 4 representing genetic distances between different accessions based on SNPs from the 1001 Arabidopsis consortium

(http://1001genomes.org/). Sequences with low SNP density (compared with the reference Col-0) are shown as white blocks. The inversion accessions are ranked

according to the left introgression boundary. The accessions in the intermittent black rectangle form the North American group. Due to space limitations, 55

accessions with high similarity to 627RMX_1MN4 and 22 accessions with high similarity to Gre-0 are not shown in the North American group. The inverted

region and the pericentromere are indicated by blue and red rectangles, respectively.

(b) SNP density profile in chromosome arm 4S of TAAL7 with Ler-0 (blue) or Col-0 (red) as reference. Note the switch in identity in this German accession from

a ‘Col-0’ haplotype to a ‘Ler’ haplotype and back to ‘Col-0’. The black bar indicates the position of the inversion.
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Kenney et al., 2014). The inversion emerged in this work

due to strong association between fecundity under

drought (but not well-watered conditions) and SNPs across

the length of the inversion. We tested associations

between ~200k SNPs (Horton et al., 2012) and total fruit

length (a proxy for fecundity; Kenney et al., 2014) for 167

accessions (25 with inversion). Twenty-one of the top 50

strongest SNP associations with fecundity under drought

were all found in a 1.5 Mb region surrounding the inver-

sion, from ~1.5 to ~3 Mb on chromosome 4 (Figure 6c). A

follow-up analysis showed that the inversion itself was sig-

nificantly associated with higher fecundity in the drought

treatment (general linear model, inversion accession total

fruit length 66 mm or 33% greater than non-inversion,

SE = 22, P = 0.00258) even when accounting for FRI

functionality (Lovell et al., 2013; inversion effect 47 mm,

SE = 21, P = 0.0294) or when accounting for a random

effect of kinship (Kang et al., 2008; EMMA,

P = 0.01814854). High fecundity in the Kenney et al. (2014)

drought experiment was strongly associated with faster

flowering time, and thus we asked whether flowering time

(possibly due to causal FRI variants) was causing inversion

associations with fecundity. We found that the inversion

was associated with greater fecundity even after incorpo-

rating the effect of flowering time on fecundity (general lin-

ear model, inversion effect 35 mm, SE = 15, P = 0.025). To

further explore the association of the inversion with fecun-

dity, we tested associations with fecundity data from five

field common garden experiments across Europe from

Spain to Finland (Fournier-Level et al., 2011; Hancock et al.,

2011). We found that in one garden in Lille, France, the

inversion (11/164 accessions had inversion) was again

associated with higher fecundity (inversion accession total

fruit length 1240 mm or 72% greater than non-inversion,

SE = 465, P = 0.00842), even after accounting for the influ-

ence of imputed FRI functionality (Lovell et al., 2013; inver-

sion effect 1194 mm, SE = 459, P = 0.0101), but not when

accounting for a random effect of kinship (EMMA,

P = 0.905724). The inversion was not associated with

fecundity in any of the other four common gardens (gen-

eral linear models, all P > 0.05). While these associations

with higher fecundity in certain environments indicate that

the inversion might be under positive selection locally, the

effects of natural allelic variation at this specific locus have

not been experimentally demonstrated. We tested whether

the distribution of the inversion could be explained by

climatic variation. The inversion was not significantly asso-

ciated with any of ~100 climate variables or with the first

10 principal component axes of climatic variation among

accessions (lowest P = 0.14; Lasky et al., 2012). Note the

distribution of the inversion is consistent with this lack of

climate association; it is found in diverse climates from

Scandinavia to North Africa (see map below, red indicates

inversion). This, however, does not mean the inversion has

no effect. The lack of climatic association may simply

reflect it being a young mutation and does not have

enough time to reach migration-selection balance in the

species-wide scale.

Origin, distribution and migration patterns of the

inversion haplotype

To further explore the distribution, history and spread of

the inversion, we analyzed population variation in

sequence data of the short-arm of chromosome 4 of Ara-

bidopsis. Given the observed LD between inversion and

FRI-Col and their effect on fitness and phenology, we

aimed to identify their locations of origin and investigate

their evolutionary history. Assuming the inversion event

only happened once, the location where the event hap-

pened would have local non-inverted haplotypes geneti-

cally closest to the inversion. We therefore calculated the

genetic distance of all Eurasian non-inversion to inversion

and extrapolated the distance across the map. Although

currently the inversion is most abundant in central Ger-

many (Figure 4d), local non-inversion haplotypes in south-

ern Italy are genetically more similar to the inversion than

those in central Germany (Figure 7a), suggesting its south-

ern origin between 2000 and 5000 years ago (estimated

from genetic distances among Eurasian inversions). To

investigate whether spatial uneven sampling of accessions

affects this individual-based result, we divided the Eurasia

map into 5° latitude-by-longitude grids (Figure S11) and

estimated the mean genetic distance of all non-inversion

accessions in each grid to the inversion. The grid-based

method showed consistent result: non-inversions from

southern Italy have the lowest genetic distance to the

inversion (Figure S11). With the same method, the origin

of FRI-Col of FRI is estimated to be in northwestern Europe

(Figure 7c), and the majority of American Arabidopsis

accessions is also estimated to originate from there (using

the recombining region between FRI and inversion com-

pared with this region from American inversion

Figure 6. Phylogeny, linkage disequilibrium (LD) and genome-wide association studies (GWAS) for fitness under abiotic conditions in chromosome 4.

(a) Phylogenetic trees of regions around FRIGIDA (FRI), within the inversion, and the region between them. Red: accessions with inversion. Blue: accessions with

the Col allele of FRI but not the inversion.

(b) LD (r2) between the inversion (as a binary status) and SNPs in the short-arm of chromosome 4. Red lines: inversion breakpoints. Dashed lines: the recombi-

nant region between inversion and FRI. Blue line: the FRI gene. The blue dot near FRI denotes LD between inversion and the FRI-Col, a binary status.

(c) GWAS for chromosome 4 of plant fecundity in well-watered environment.

(d) GWAS for chromosome 4 of plant fecundity in drought treatment.
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accessions; Figure 7b). This supports the hypothesis of a

Northwest European origin of North American A. thaliana,

consistent with genetic structure from genome-wide data

(1001 Genomes Consortium, 2016).

Taken together, the results suggest that while the inver-

sion and FRI-Col originated from different parts of Europe,

they encountered each other in Central Germany; and

while in moderate LD with FRI-Col (Figure 6b), the inver-

sion reached a higher frequency there. Alternatively, the

FRI-Col allele could have arisen in an inversion accession.

In approximately 1847 (estimated at approximately 169

years ago from genetic distances among North American
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0.0045

0.0050

0.0055

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. Evolution and demography of FRI-Col

and the inversion.

(a) Likely geographic origin of the inversion. Shown

is the extrapolation of local non-inversion acces-

sions’ genetic distance to the inversion, within the

inverted region. (a)–(c) Regions with the lowest

genetic distance (white) are the likely origin.

(b) Likely geographic origin of the majority of North

American haplotypes in chromosome 4. Shown is

the extrapolation of local accessions’ genetic dis-

tance to Knox-10 (an accession representing the

majority of North American haplotypes) in the

recombining region between FRIGIDA and inver-

sion.

(c) Likely geographic origin of FRI-Col. Shown is the

extrapolation of local accessions’ genetic distance

to Columbia-0 in the FRIGIDA gene.

(d) The ancestor of the inversion originated from

southern Europe about 5000 years ago and was

later in LD with FRI-Col, which originated near

northwestern Europe. The majority of the North

American haplotypes were descended from the

migration event about 200–300 years ago (green

arow). At least three ‘American’ accessions were

detected in Europe: DIR-9 (Brest, France), NOZ-6

(Marseilles, France) and UKSW06-333 (Cornwall,

UK). These locations correspond to sites of Ameri-

can activities at the end of WWII, which may point

to a possible time of return (red arrow).
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inversions), accessions with both the inversion and FRI-Col

haplotypes migrated to North America. Using an alterna-

tive mutation rate estimate from Exposito-Alonso et al.

(2016), the introduction is approximately 17th century, con-

sistent with their time estimate. The introduction of

A. thaliana, commonly found in agricultural settings, into

Northern America is potentially associated with European

immigration. Further, among accessions carrying the North

American colonizer haplotype, three accessions, consid-

ered as non-contaminants (data in Figure S12), are identi-

fied in Europe [two of them coinciding with locations of

intense American activity during WWII; Cornwall (UK) and

Bretagne (France)].

While the results suggest that inversion originated from

southern Europe, it remains unclear why its current fre-

quency is relatively high in central Germany but not in

southern Europe. Given the potential adaptive effects of

inversion and FRI-Col in certain environments, it is possi-

ble that, when in linkage, their combined effects gave the

inversion enough advantage to increase in frequency. With

the lack of FRI-Col in southern Europe, local inversions

might go extinct because their fitness effect alone may not

be large enough to overcome genetic drift and the deleteri-

ous effect when occasionally in heterozygotes. Alterna-

tively, this could be due to the changing climatic

conditions since the end of the last Ice Age: southern

inversions and non-inversions might both migrate from

southern Europe into Germany, and later the migrant non-

inversions recombined with Germany non-inversions

(which is generically distant from the inversion), leaving

those non-inversions staying in the south currently closest

to the inversions. Finally, we cannot rule out the possibility

that the inversion originated in Germany, after which its

non-inversion closest relatives in Germany all went extinct,

leaving southern Italian non-inversions the closest.

To summarize, our data are suggestive of the following

model for the origin and spread of the inversion (Figure 7d):

the inversion arose in southern Italy approximately

5000 years ago, later moving into Central-Europe; the FRI-

Col allele originated in NW Europe and recombined with an

inversion line in Central-Europe (or possibly occurred in an

inversion genotype); the inversion + FRI-Col haplotype

spread to several European populations with recombination

occurring between the two regions (with the Swedish-

German group representing a relatively old separation); a

particular inversion + FRI-Col haplotype from NW-Europe

migrated to North America during the 17–19th century, an

era of massive human migration both from Europe and

across North America; and finally the return migration to

three European localities during the 20th century. The

model will need additional genotyping data from targeted

locations and/or historical herbarium collections to verify.

The potential causal gene(s) associated with fitness under

drought within the inversion, epistastic interactions with

FRI-Col and their G 9 E interactions can be tested with pop-

ulation genetic modeling, empirical work and functional

genetics. We have only begun to peak through this inver-

sion window, it is clear there is still much to be learned.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Plant material

Plants of the A. thaliana accessions, crosses and mutants were
grown under standard conditions in the greenhouse, unless other-
wise noted. The accessions are: Ak-1, Ba-1, C24, Ca-0, Col-0, Cu-0,
Cvi, En-2, Gifu-2, Gre-0, Gu-0, Ha-0, Kas-2, Knox-10, Knox-18, Kro-
0, Ler-0, Mh-0, Mt-0, No-0, Nw-0, Ob-0, Pna-10, Pna-17, Ragl-1,
Rmx-A02, Rmx-A180, RRS-7, RRS-10, Si-0, Tol-0, Tul-0, Ws-0, Ws-
2, Yo-0. Seeds from all accessions were obtained from the Noth-
ingham Stock Centre (NASC). The F1 cross Col 9 Ler was used for
cytogenetic analysis. The triple mutant (ga1, bp, tt11) in a Ler
background (Koornneef et al., 1983) was used for the genetic anal-
ysis. The mutant ddm1 (in Col-0 and Ler-0 background) was used
for ChIP and RNA analysis.

Cytogenetic analysis

Young flower buds were fixed in freshly prepared ethanol/acetic
acid (3:1) for chromosome spreads of interphase nuclei and
pachytene complements following the protocol by Ross et al.
(1996). Extended DNA fibers were prepared from isolated leaf
nuclei following the method of Fransz et al. (1996).

The BAC DNA clones used in this study were constructed from
the Col genome. The following clones were used: F4C21, F9H3,
F4H6 (IGF library; Mozo et al., 1998), and T5L23, T5H22, T7M24,
T25H8, T24M8, T24H24, T27D20, T19B17, T26N6, T4B21, T1J1,
T32N4 (TAMU library; Choi et al., 1995) and C6L9. All DNA clones
were labeled with either biotin-dUTP or digoxigenin-dUTP, using
a standard Nick translation kit (Roche).

Fluorescent in situ hybridization to pachytene chromosomes
and to interphase nuclei was carried out using the methods
described by Fransz et al. (1998), with minor modifications. Chro-
mosome preparations were heated at 60°C for 30 min, incubated
with RNase (10 lg mL�1 in 2 9 SSC) and rinsed in 2 9 SSC for
2 9 5 min and in PBS [10 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0), 143 mM

NaCl] for 2 9 5 min. The slides were than fixed in 1% (v/v)
paraformaldehyde in PBS for 10 min, rinsed in 1 9 PBS for 2 9 5
min, dehydrated through an ethanol series and air dried. To each
preparation, 20 lL of denaturation buffer [70% formamide, 2 9

SSC, 50 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0)] was added and denatured
on the heat block at 80°C for 2 min. After removing the coverslips,
the slides were washed in ice-cold ethanol series (70%, 90% and
100%, each for 2 min) and air-dried. The hybridization mix con-
tained 50 ng labeled probe in 50% formamide, 2 9 SSC, 50 mM

sodium phosphate (pH 7.0) and 10% dextran sulfate. Slides were
examined under a Zeiss Axioplan 2 imaging photomicroscope
equipped with epifluorescence illumination, and small band pass
filters for DAPI, FITC, Cy3 and Cy3.5/Texas Red fluorescence.
Selected images were captured using Photometrics or Spot CCD
camera. The images were further processed for multicolor imag-
ing with Adobe Photoshop software. DNA Fiber FISH was carried
out following the protocol by Fransz et al. (1996).

PCR primers and amplification conditions

For the amplification of the fragments ‘a, b, c, d, e’, we designed
primers from the Col-0 genome DNA information (Table S3). PCR
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amplification was carried out on a GeneAmp PCR System 2700
(Applied Biosystem, Foster City, CA, USA) in 50 lL, in the pres-
ence of MgCl2, 200 lM of each dNTP, 200 pmol of each primer and
1 unit of Taq DNA polymerase. PCR conditions were 95°C for 5
min; 95°C, 1 min, 60°C, 1 min and 72°C, 2 min (35 cycles); 72°C for
5 min. For the amplification of the fragments at the inversion
breakpoints (Figure S8), the PCR was carried out in a Bio-Rad iCy-
cler Thermal Cycler. The PCR reaction was set at 1 min at 95°C, fol-
lowed by 35 cycles with 30 sec of DNA denaturation at 94°C,
annealing at 58°C for 30 sec, and extension at 72°C for 1 min, and
final extension at 72°C for 2 min.

Recombination analysis of the inverted region

Two approaches were followed to determine the recombination fre-
quency around and within the paracentric inverted region that
causes the heterochromatic knob (hk4S) on the short-arm of chro-
mosome 4 of Arabidopsis. For the first approach, a triple mutant
(ga1, bp, tt11) in Ler background was crossed with wild-types of
three genetic backgrounds, Ler, Ws-2 and Col (Koornneef et al.,
1983). Ws-2 and Col accessions contain the heterochromatic knob,
whereas Ler is a knobless accession. By selfing the resulting F1
plants, three corresponding F2 populations were obtained. Pheno-
typing of the F2 individuals will reveal the recombination frequen-
cies between the three loci in each of the three F2 populations. The
area between ga1 (gibberellin mutant 1, At4 g02780) and bp (Bre-
vipedicellus, At4 g08150) includes the paracentric inversion, and
tt11 (transparent testa 11) lies 37.5 cM south of bp (Figure 4a). For
the second more precise approach, we made another two BC1
crosses, [(Col 9 Ler) 9 Col] and [(Ler9 Col)9 Col], with 112 and 120
individuals, respectively. Recombination events between six AFLP
markers covering the inverted region were determined (Figure S1).

AFLP analysis

The genomic DNA needed for AFLP analysis was prepared by col-
lecting leaves of young seedlings in 1.2 mL collection microtubes
(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) that were placed in 96-well racks. Each
tube containing one tungsten carbide bead (3 mm, Qiagen) was
kept in liquid nitrogen until further processing. The frozen leaves
were grinded in the mixer mill MM300 (Retsch GmbH, Haan, Ger-
many) for 30 sec at 30 Hz. Immediately after grinding, 500 lL pre-
heated (60°C) extraction buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5; 700 mM

NaCl; 10 mM EDTA; 1% w/v CTAB) was added, and the samples
were incubated at 60°C for 10 min. To each tube, 250 lL chloro-
form/isoamylalcohol (24:1) was added and mixed for 10 min. The
watery phase was separated from the chloroform phase by cen-
trifugation (4 min at 6000 rpm in a Sigma 4-15C centrifuge), and
200 lL of the watery phase was transferred to new collection tubes
containing 200 lL isopropanol. After mixing, the samples were
centrifuged for 10 min at 6000 rpm to spin down the DNA. The pel-
let was washed in 70% ethanol, vacuum dried and dissolved in
200 lL water or TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0; 0.1 mM EDTA).

Amplified fragment length polymorphism analysis was per-
formed according to Vos et al. (1995) using the restriction
enzymes SacI and MseI (Peters et al., 2001). The primer combina-
tions used were SM18, SM38, SM76, SM202, SM207 and SM239,
and can be found in table VI of Peters et al. (2001). The selective
amplification step was performed with IRDye 700- or 800-labeled
SacI+2 primers, and the products were resolved in 25-cm gels
(0.25 mm spacer thickness) containing 20 mL 6.5% gel matrix
(KBplus, LI-COR, Lincoln, USA). Before loading, an equal amount
of loading buffer (95% formamide; 20 mM EDTA, pH 8.0; 1 mg
mL�1 Bromophenol Blue) was added to the AFLP reaction, which
was subsequently denaturated for 3 min at 90°C and transferred to

ice. The samples were run on a two-dye, model 4200 LI-COR auto-
mated DNA sequencer. Run parameters were as follows: 1500 V,
40 mA, 40 W, 45°C, scan speed 3-moderate. A detailed protocol for
AFLP analysis on a LI-COR sequencer was described by Myburg
et al. (2001).

Profiling of RNA, H3K9me3 and 5 m-cytosine

RNA, DNA methylation and H3K9me2 profiles were determined
using the 1 kb microarray representing 18.6 Mb of chromosome 4
(Vaughn et al., 2007).

For RNA profiling, total RNA was extracted from 9-day-old seed-
lings (WT and ddm1). Polyadenylated RNA was then purified
using either MicroPoly(A)purist (Ambion) or the Dynabeads kit
[oligo(dT)25, Dynal]. cDNA samples were generated with reverse
transcriptase and labeled with Cy5 or Cy3 (Amersham) following
standard procedures. All details of the RNA analysis can be found
in Lippman et al. (2004; Supplementary Online Material).

For H3K9me2 profiling, leaves from 14-day-old Col-0 plants
were fixed in 1% formaldehyde. Chromatin was purified and target
DNA was isolated by chromatin immunoprecipitation using anti-
dimethyl-H3K9 (Upstate/Milipore). Extensive details of the ChIP
procedure can be found in Gendrel et al. (2005) and Lippman et al.
(2005).

For DNA methylation profiling, genomic DNA was isolated from
9-day-old seedlings (Col-0 and Ler). DNA samples were either trea-
ted or non-treated with the DNA methylation-dependent restric-
tion enzyme McrBC, which allows the detection of densely located
5 m-cytosines in several sequence contexts. After removal of the
methylated DNA fragments from the ‘treated’ sample via size frac-
tionation, both the ‘treated’ and ‘untreated’ DNA samples were
differentially labeled (Cy3 and Cy5), mixed and hybridized to the
microarray. An extensive description of the methylated DNA anal-
ysis can be found in Lippman et al. (2004, 2005).

Methodology of SNP analysis

250K SNP chip data from RegMap accessions. RegMap
genotype data were downloaded from the Bergelson lab website
(http://bergelson.uchicago.edu/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/call_
method_75.tar.gz). Genotype calls specific to the inversion region
or a ‘control’ region were extracted from the full dataset. The pro-
portion of SNPs in each region that differed between each pair of
accessions was computed, and arranged in a dissimilarity matrix.
These matrices were used as input to generate unweighted pair
group method with arithmetic mean trees via the hierarchical clus-
tering function in R [hclust((as.dist(matrix)),method=“average”)].
Custom Perl scripts were written to describe the patterns of SNP
polymorphism within the inversion and non-inversion classes of
accessions.

One-thousand, one-hundred and thirty-five VCF files available at
the Arabidopsis 1001 Genomes Project (http://1001genomes.org/)
were analyzed using iBrowser (Aflitos et al., 2015; v. d228c22) with
50 kbp window size. Genomic clustering using concatenated
homozygous SNPs was created using FastTree2 (v2.17) for
regions in chromosome 4 named: upstream (0 bp to 1.6 Mbp),
short-arm (0 bp to 3 Mbp), inversion (1.6–3 Mbp), centromere (3–
5.5 Mbp), downstream (> 3 Mbp) and long arm (> 5.5 Mbp). Trees
were plotted using FigTree v1.4.2 (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/soft-
ware/figtree/).

Geographical origin of inversion and FRI-Col

Within the inverted region, we calculated pairwise genetic dis-
tances among all 1135 accessions, published by the Arabidopsis
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1001 genomes project (1001 Genomes Consortium, 2016). We
used sites with less than 10% missing data, and an accession was
inferred to have the inversion if its genetic distance to the refer-
ence genome (Col-0) is low. As shown in Figure S13, the genetic
distance to Col showed a clear bimodal pattern, allowing us to
unambiguously assign which accession has the inversion and
which has not. To confirm the inversion status, we investigated
the original Illumina paired-end reads and identified read pairs
supporting either karyotype. The Illumina-based and genetic-dis-
tance-based results are consistent, except for two accessions:
UKSE06-252 and UKNW06-233. The former has four pairs support-
ing inversion and 16 supporting non-inversion, while the latter
has 27 and 28 pairs, respectively. These two accessions are not
inversion heterozygotes as their SNP heterozygosity is low within
the inversion, and therefore they are likely to have further rear-
rangements or duplications near the breakpoints. Given it is diffi-
cult to unambiguously assign their inversion status, we removed
these two accessions for further analyses.

Assuming that the inversion event happened only once, in the
geographical region where this event happened, the local non-
inverted accessions should have closest genetic distance to the
inverted accessions than those elsewhere in the species range do.
We therefore interpolated non-inverted accessions’ genetic dis-
tances to inverted ones across the Eurasia map, using the thin
plate spline method as implemented in function ‘Tps’ of the
library ‘fields’ in R (https://www.r-project.org/). To check whether
accessions with excess amounts of missing data affected the
results, we performed the same analysis only with accessions with
more than 400 000 sites in this inverted region (excluding 38
accessions).

To confirm whether this result was robust to uneven sampling
of accessions across the map, we further performed a grid-based
analysis. The whole Eurasia map was divided into 5° latitude by 5°
longitude grids and, within a grid, the mean genetic distance of all
non-inverted accessions to inversion was used to infer the origin
of this inversion. This simple method controlled for spatial uneven
sampling (e.g. too many accessions from southern Sweden) and
avoided the complexity of thin plate spline while allowing us to
investigate the difference among geographical grids (Figure S11).

We used the same method to investigate the possible geo-
graphical origin of the Col-like allele of FRI, and also the origin of
American accessions from the recombining region between FRI
and inversion. To estimate the age inversion, we calculated pair-
wise genetic distances among the inversion haplotypes, divided
the distances by two, and scaled them with the estimated muta-
tion rate of 7 9 10�9 per base pair per generation, assuming one
generation per year (Ossowski et al., 2010). The lower bound of
the age of inversion is estimated by mean pairwise distances (as-
suming a star phylogeny), and the upper bound is estimated by
the maximum of all pairwise distances among Eurasian inver-
sions. For American inversions, we used the mean pairwise dis-
tances among all American inversions to estimate the age of the
most common haplotype. We did not use the maximum pairwise
distance because the value can be easily affected by multiple hap-
lotypes migrating from Europe.

LD between FRI and inversion

We used bi-allelic SNPs from beginning of chromosome 4 up to 3
Mb to investigate the pattern of LD within this region. Only acces-
sions from Eurasia were used, and sites with more than 10% miss-
ing data were excluded. Accessions were first coded according to
their binary inversion/non-inversion status, and the LDs of all
SNPs to the inversion were estimated in r2.

Phenotype associations

In a previous study (Kenney et al., 2014), fecundity (i.e. total esti-
mated fruit length) was measured in well-watered and dry treat-
ments in a greenhouse on 167 accessions matched with
accessions among the 1307 RegMap panel (Horton et al., 2012).
Some accessions originated from the same collection site but not
the same individual collected plant in the two studies (Horton
et al., 2012; Kenney et al., 2014). Arabidopsis exhibits isolation by
distance and individuals from the same site tend to be closely
related (Platt et al., 2010) and so, to improve overlap between pan-
els, we used SNP data from RegMap for accessions in Kenney
et al. (2014) that originated from the same site (even if they were
not from the same collected plant), resulting in 167 accessions.
We tested fecundity associations with SNPs having minor allele
frequency of at least 0.1. We used the mixed-model association
approach of Kang et al. (2008), which controls for genome-wide
identity in state among accessions, putatively representing popu-
lation structure. After having identified the inversion as the likely
source of the many SNPs across large distances with strong
drought fecundity associations, we tested fecundity associations
with imputed inversion status based on 174 inversion accessions
of the RegMap panel. We tested for the effect of FRI functionality
using genotyping described in Lovell et al. (2013). Tests of associ-
ation between inversion allele and fecundity were done either with
general linear models or with a mixed-effects model accounting
for kinship (Kang et al., 2008).
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Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online ver-
sion of this article.
Figure S1. Genetic and physical map positions of markers in chro-
mosome 4.

Figure S2. Dot plot comparison of Ler and Col-0 fragments at the
inversion breakpoints.

Figure S3. Specification of DNA sequences at the breakpoints of
the inversion.

Figure S4. Sequence alignment of A. lyrata (XM_002874807.1), Ler
(ATL8C23344) and the reconstructed Col-0 region
(At4 g03635 + At4 g05500).

Figure S5. Alignment of the F-box genes in A. lyrata, Ler and the
reconstructed Col-0.

Figure S6. Chromatin profile at the boundary of the inversion.

Figure S7. Genetic relationships of RegMap accessions.

Figure S8. Identification of inversion accessions by PCR analysis
of the inversion breakpoints.

Figure S9. DAPI-stained pachytene complements.

Figure S10. Scatter plot of left against right introgression sites
based on the major haplotype shared by the majority of inversion
accessions.
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Figure S11. Arabidopsis accessions in 5° latitude-by-longitude
grids.

Figure S12. Phylogenetic tree of all accessions from the 1001 gen-
ome database based on the long arm of chromosome 4.

Figure S13. The genetic distance of 1135 Arabidopsis accessions
to Col-0 in the inverted region, showing clear bimodal pattern.

Table S1. Recombination frequencies (�SD) between ga1, bp and
tt11.

Table S2. Estimated molecular lengths in kb based on fiber-FISH
analysis (n = 20–30 per accession).

Table S3. List of primers for the fragments a–e.

Table S4. List of 174 accessions inferred to have the inversion.

Table S5. Patterns of 250K chip SNP variation in the inversion
region and in a ‘Control’ region, 13.214–15.097 Mb on chromo-
some 4.

Table S6. List of 53 representative European and North American
inversion accessions ranked according to their left and right intro-
gression site.
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